BY DR. F. TV. EDRIDGE-GREEN.
Lecture delivered o n February 8th, 2911.
IT is now nearly three years since I gave you a lecture here on the "Theory of Vision and Colour Perception." I propose to tell you a number of new facts which have been discovered by myself and others during that time, and also to show that that theory, as i t was given then, has been very much strengthened. I n fact, with every one of the objections that could then have h e n made, the statements of fact have now been found to be false, and at the present time I
am not aware of, nor have I had pointed out to me, a single objection which would show that my theory of vision and colour perception is riot the correct one.
Put into a few words, t o go over it again, in the retina, there is a space filled with fluid between the pigment cells and the rod and cone layer. I n that layer there are two elements, one called rods and the other cones. I n the rods there is a photo-chemical substance which is sensitive t o light; in fact, a substance by which photographs have actually been taken with rabbits' and frogs' eyes of external objects. That was done many years ago. The theory that I gave you thrbe years ago was that the elements which are callecl rods were not concerned as perceptive elements at all, but they let loose the visual purple into the fluid.
If w e have a fluid photo-chemically sensitive, then directly light falls upon i t the decomposition products will stimulate the ends of the cones, and a visual impulse be carried along the nerve fibre up to the brain. That is the theory of vision in a few words.
The centre of the retina only contains cones, a n d that was why the theory that I &in giving you had not occurred to anyone previously, because they regarded both rods and cones as percipient elements, and therefore they could not understand how, as there was no visual purple i n the centre of the retina -but siniply a inass of very thin conesthe visual purple could be essential to vision. That is the point where you see best, the fovea or centre of the yellow spot of the eye. You will ~e e that according to my theory i t is absolutely essential that there should be no surplus of visual purple i n the centre of the retina, because it would blur the image. If we consider this photochemical substance as sensitising the whole of the liquid stimulating the ends of the cones, there should be n inechanism regulating the flow. When a strong light falls on the eye processes a r e thrown out from the pigment cells, and they block the flow inwards. If we want t o take a photograph, if we have a great deal of light we can do with a very slow plate. I n the last few years, as I have said, all the main objections have fallen away as to the fact of this visual purple being the visual substance. Fact after fact is discovered showing its extraordinary association with vision.
The first fact that I may mention which mas published only a month o r so ago, is that this visual purple, supposed to be only regenerated in the dark, is actually regenerated more quickly in the light than i n the dark. That is a n important point, because in all books on physiology i t is stated that the visual purple is only formed i n the dark; and that was the old idea, but i t is now found to be disproved by making comparative experiments. Two eyes were subjected t o the same bleaching process, and one was placed i n the dark, and the other in moderate light. It was found, on examining the retina of the eye left exposed to light that it was purple, while the other one was quite bleached.
That is a very important and new fact. Another fact of great importance is that the curve of the threshold of stimulation by light nearly corresponds with the absorption curve of the visual purple.
The visual purple and the rods and cones have been found in all classes of vertebrates. There are nocturnal and diurnal animals, and, as would naturally be expected, animals that had to see i n very feeble light would require more rods, that is to say, would require more sensitive retinas than an animal o r bird that had to see by bright sunlight. It would not do to have a very considerable amount of photo-chemical substance in an eye which was subjected to the sun. There are also some invertebrates i n which this visual purple has been found. Latterly i t has also been found that a butterfly has a photochemical substance which is very rapidly decomposed and formed.
When looking a t a monkey's eye, last year, I
noticed that there was a small dip and four canals a t the fovea. We have very much longer cones i n the fovea than in other parts of the retina. The cones i n the centre, where we see best, have a surface which is much greater for photo-chemical stimulation.
Why should we have these cones about eight times the ordinary length if they are only sensitive to light itself and not indirectly photo-chemically 1 That would be a great advantage for photo-chemical stimulation, but it would be no advantage whatever for actually focusing light upon a nerve fibre. It would be obviously better if the older view of vision were correct, to have as small a point as possible. You would not have one of your best optical instruments with its focus of this length.
You will see that there is a dip for the visual purple t o flow into, and, as I mentioned before, I have seen this visual purple between the cones in a monkey's retina. I n a monkey's retina I noticed that not only was this little pit there but there were four little canals leading into the .13 bigger pit. The appearance one, and forms a Bind of star. The first thing t h a t occurred to me when I saw those canals in the retina was that if the canals really existed in the human eye, I should be able to see them entoptically ; so I devised an is rather a curious experiment which was successful. I could see entoptic figures due t o these canals with the greatest ease, and so could other people. I n fact, any good observer will not have any difficulty in seeing these canals. So that we have not only the pit, the esternal fovea, as it is called, but we have canals which carry this visual purple into it, when i t is wanted, to enable the most sensitive part of the eye t o see.
If these canals actually exist i n the eye, when there was a blockage by tumour of the outflow from the eye we should get evidence of them. I n one of Sir Victor Horsley's papers, the macular star can be seen. I have pictured these canals in my book,* and also i n a paper i n the ' Journal of Physiology,' if you care to see them.
There is one way i n which you can see these canals yourself, because all here will have the apparatus, and i t is a very easy experiment to perform. If you take a spectacle frame, and put in a blank disc on one side, and then look forward a t a dimly lighted white wall, in a short time you will see these canals appear as a sort of star figure on the dull wall. The centre is like a whirlpool. The appearance exactly corresponds t o the structure of the retina. The cones are placed so that fluid can pass easily between them.
Another way of seeing the canals entoptically is with yellow-green glass against the sky; another way in which you can see them is if you shut one eye and look a t a moonlit blind. You "Hunterifin Lectures on Colour Vision and Colour Blindness (Kegan, Paul & C o . ) . E will very soon see there is a rapid snakelike movement or whirling i n the centre, streams which a r e continually changing their paths and running towards the centre. It gives you the impremion a t firs6 of a top gpinning. Another, but more unpleasant, way is to press your eye and you will then me a star figure. Helmholtz mentioned that he saw whirling currenik when he pressed on his eye. You get this exact figure and all the whirling movements.
Yellow as a Simple Sensation.
We will now pass on to some facts directly bearing upon colour vision, facts which a r e cruoially opposed t o the old theory, the '* YoungHelmholtz " theory of colour-vision-they are quite impossible to reconcile with i t i n any shape or sense. As you a r e aware, on the "Young'' theory, yellow is supposed to be a mixture of red and green sensations. Yellow is a simple and not a compound colour sensation. The definite evidence of this is that if you fatigue the eye with yellow light it does not fatigue the eye in the lea.st for either red or green.
It is quite impossible t o fatigue the eye for a compound and not be able to fatigue the eye for its condtuents. Therefore it is quite impossible that yellow can be a compound colour. You can make a yellow by mixing an orangered and a yellow-green; and I am going to show with lantern slides how this may be done, But, because the orange-red and yellowgreen, when mixed do make a yellow it is totally wrong to assume that .our sensations a r e similarly constituted without direct evidence '25 you would have, for instance, if yellow did fatigue the eye for either red o r green. Then there would be some definite evidence that yellow was a compound. You can, fatigue your eyes for half an hour with yellow light, and then look at the faintest red and find it unchanged, whereas you have only got to look a t red light for a second and you will not be able to see the same red five minutes afterwards.
The next fact, which I brought before the Royal Society last week, was that if you fatigue the eye for green, yellow still appears as yellow. You can easily see that if yellow consiBted of red and green, if we cut out the green red should be left. Now do what you like you cannot make yellow light appear red provided you take good care to avoid all objective red light.
I have here some spectacles glazed with bluegreen glass which is opaque to led light but lets through a little orange, a good deal of yellow, and most of the rest of the spectrum.
If you are looking through these glasses you are obviously tiring the eye f o r green. As a matter of fact, an ordinary piece of white paper will very soon appear as white again, but if you look after you have tired t.he eye for green a t spectral yellow i t still appears yellow as before. It does not vary in the slightest degree, whereas you have tired the eye for green so much that white paper appears pink.
When I look through these glasses a t spectrum yellow I can actually mark out the yellow band with the glasses on, taking its wave-length on either side with my spectrometer. When I take off my glames and look a t i t I find that I have marked out the pure yellow, whereas one ought, if the older view were true, to have gone right up in the green, but instead of that it is neither more green nor more red ; it is exactly the same wave-length aa you would have marked out had you had a pure spectrum and not had the glasses on. You will be able to t r y this afterwards. I have prepared a series of contrasts, and you can see how absolutely the yellow remains. The result is exactly the ~a m e with these colours as with spectral colours.
Some, like Sir William Ramsay, are only able to Bee three colours in the spectrum. These trichromics, aB I call them, when yellow is put against green, call it red, and when yellow is put against red they call it green, because they have no yellow. They do not see the yellow as red through these glasses; if anything, i t inclines to green. The exaggerated contrast is abolished when we cut off objective red light. The eye in these cases becomes very rapidly fatigued for green, and when red is present i t is seen, but when there is no red the eye can not be stimulated by it, but is still stimulated by the green light. I am showing you to-night a series of slides which were taken for me by Dr. F. W. Mott and his able assistant a t Claybury. They are photographs of the spectrum taken by the LumiAre process.
[A series of slides were then thrown on the screen and described in detail by the lecturer, who then continued as follows.] I will conclude by giving one more example of the effect of physiological processes. If you are reading your newspaper i n the early morning, the black type appears very definitely black and the white paper appears very definitely white. If you read the paper a t lunch time the white paper still appears white and the print black. You will say there is no difference, but there is a difference, and an enormous one, between their appearance in the morning and a t mid-day, as the intensity of light is something like 50 times as much. As white paper reflects about 15 times 'as much light as the print, you actually see at mid-day the print of the paper 34 times whiter than the white paper in the morning, so that you see there are definite physiological facts which have t o be taken into consideration. Lately many have been interested in the change of colour by artificial light, but the change, as we see it, is small compared with the reality. If you look through this book the colours will certainly be different by daylight and artificial light, but It is exactly the same with colour. If you take ordinary ultramarine blue paper and you look a t i t by gaslight, i t appears a n ultramarine blue, but rzot such a good blue as in daylight. Now take a photometer and p u t that ultramarine blue paper on the one side and a piece of brown paper on the other and light the brown paper by daylight and the ultraniarine paper by artificial light, and the two appear identical. So that the colour you are looking a t i s brown. Why do we see i t blue when we know that i t is really by that light exactly the same colour as the brown paper? It is because we take a different relative standard of difference, This also explains the experiment of coloured shadows. If you have a candle and a jug on the table i n the morning and draw down the blinds except from one window you will notice that the candle and the daylight will each throw a shadow of the jug. The shadow of the jug which is thrown by the daylight will appear yellow, wliile the shadow which is thrown by the candle appears blue. The blue coloured shadow has k e n considered to be a subjective blue, and that was the point of view of the older physicists. I showed by varying the experiment how you could dofinitely show that i t is n o t a subjective blue but that i t is a relatively objective blue; that is to say, the blue shadow is objectively blue, relatively to the daylight and candlelight mixed. It cannot be that one shadow influences the other, because you can actually have a black shadow between the two.
In conclusion, t o any of you who would like to see them I should be very pleased t o show these contrasts.
HOW DO WE RECOGNISE COLOUR?

D i s c u s s i o l~ of Dn. EDRIDGE-GREEN'S Paper on
Colour Vision.
DR. WALMSLEY, i n expressing his appreciation of the interesting way in which Dr. EdridgeGreen had expounded his theories, spoke of the very rapid development of this subject i n recent years. So much progress had Dr. EdridgeGreen and his fellow-workers made that i t was impoissible for men like himself with other duties, to fully appreciate these latest developments. He had fully appreciated the view of a photo chemical substance acting on the cones ; and had understood Dr. hdridge-Green to say that the function of the rods mas to regenerate this photo visual substance. He (Dr. Walmsley) had observed the star-like figure referred to, but had not appreciated its bearing on the theory of vision. One question he would like t o raise was the bearing of this theory on the question of sharpness of focus. There seemed to be a considerable depth within which the beam of light might focus, and so affect the photo-chemical substance in different positions.
DR. EDRIDGE-GREEN : You can focus anywhere in this layer ; but the depth is very small indeed. DR. WALMSLEY: Would not this affect the quality of definition 1 MR. CHALMERS : The possible depth of focus is of the same order as that due t o diffraction.
MR. HUGHES said he had been much interested in Dr. Edridge-Green's lecture, because from time t o time he handled Holmgren's wools, in regard to which there was a great deal of confusion in separating the colours; and it seemed to him that Dr. Edridge-Green's theory ac-counted for this difficulty. He should like to know Dr. Edridge-Green's opinion with regard to the action of the fluid on the cones, DR. EDRIDQE-GREEN remarked that light and colour were two absolutely distinct things, and there was light perception and coIour perception. If decomposition of the photo-chemical substance gave rise to an electrical stimulus, that would do for the theory of light; but the point was : how did we get colour?
A cone magnified still more was like a pyramid made up of about 18 different discs. The correspondence between the number of colours they could see and the number of discs in the cone was rather remarkable. When the fluid was decomposed, perhaps, one of those discs took up certain vibrations. They had discs of different sizes in the ends of those cones, and those might be able, when the molecules or atoms took up the vibrations of light, to convey them. When they had the impulse and a n additional quality to the impulse, all they wanted for colour wag t o have a sort of irregularity of vibration of the nerve cells which they would recognise as colour.
MR.. CHALMERS, i n expressing his thanks to
Dr. Edridge-Green, said: I would like to malie one or two suggestions. I would suggest to Dr. Edridge-Green that he accept in a way some of the ideas of the older physicists and use them in conjunction with his own. That as regards colour alone this might be due to a physical vibration set up in the cone, while the sensation of light is due to the visual purple, and its photo-chemical properties.
The mechanism which Dr. Edridge-Green has so carefully explained seems to be the mechanism of light perception rather than colour perception, but as the light wave comes up it must set the cone i n vibration, and resonance effects are likely to arise. The descriptions which Dr. EdridgeGreen has given of the formation of the cone seem t o bear out this hypothesis; the individual portions might well resonate to the individual colours.
Any experimental evidence which tended to show t h a t fatigue for colour was not necessarily associated with fatigue f o r light would support this hypothesis. It would be interesting to know how f a r the experiments of Professor Burch showed a possibility of fatiguing the light sense without affecting the possibility of appreciating easily the colours differe n t from those used i n fatiguing the eye. I have tried fatiguing with special colours on the lines Dr. Green suggests; but think i t would be much more interesting to test the effect of fatiguing with spectrum yellow, and then exnmining a good yellow made by mixing a pure red and a pure green. With the special screens now available i t should not be difficult to fatigue the eye for almost any colour one chose t o use, and the spectrum band used might be very narrow. As regards the spectrum photographs I think Dr. Edridge-Green has treated the Autochrome plate rather unfairly, by using a source with very little blue in it. I have 01, -tained good blue i n the spectrum, but the yelloiv was invariably shown as red. The enlargeriients of the photos seem t o show that the effects of halation were present, and the photographic effect had spread t o the neighbouring grains. It is possible, too, that the spectrum was not pure, and the plate affected by other light. It is remarliable hom difficult i t is t o appreciate the purity or impurity of a colour unless one has a standard of comparison.
MR. T. SMITH: I may say that I have been intensely interested i n what D r . Green lins said. There are one or t w o questions which I should like t o ask him. First of all, he suggests t h a t there is a separate sensation for yellow whicli is not either red or green. I should like to ask him whether the effect he describes is observed with pigments which appear to the eye as yellow while actually being mixtures of red and green. Does lie find i n such cases that after fatiguing his eye to the green light lie sees a difference between the yellow and the red'? I would like also to say that it seems to me there is another possible way of accounting for the experimental results on absence of fatigue which Dr. Edridge Green has described. It isit sounds rather like a n Irishism-by supposing that we distinguish colour by what we do not see rather than by what we do see. -4 thing is yellow-you notice the blue is absent-and what you call the yellow sensation is the name we give for the absence of blue. In the same way, when you look a t green, you call i t green not because there is green light coining to you, but because the red light is absent and the blue light is absent; and similarly with other colours. On such a theory as this one might espect to find the fatigue phenomena Dr. Edridge Green has described. I n the first place, you have green light falling on your eye; that is to say, you notice that you have not got red o r blue. Having fatigued your eye to this light, i.e., having got tired of being without red and blue, you look a t the yellow and your eye is a t once refreshed by having red present. If you have pure red present as well as the yellow, on this theory there is no reason why you should confuse them. The suggestion may perhaps seem t o Dr. Edridge Green rather fantastic, but I nevertheless venture to make it.
DR. EDRIDGE-GREEN : I have listened with veiy great interest to Mr. Chalmers' remarks. The suggestion he made is not the idea of the older physicists, but his own.
MR. CHALMERS : My idea was to combine your own with the older physicists'.
DR. EDRIDGE-GREEN : The suggestion Mr. Chalmers has made meets niany of the objections I have to the theories of the older physicists. Light perception and colour perception are two distinct things, but whether the process is chemical o r what is the exact method we have not got a Rufficient number of facts to de-cide. I am working now with Professor Porter on the question of fatigue. I have not found anyone who has tried the experiment who has found the least change i n the red, because of fatigue by yellow. Prof. Burch did find a change, as you know, but I think he overdid the fatiguing process.
He fatigued his eye with sunlight. I think that change was due to luminosity contrast. Undoubtedly, we want t o have a line spectrum, or as narrow a band as possible. The special point, in niy theory, is that colour produces a different change in the impulse, that is to say, the physiological basis of the sensation of colour is a variation in the impulse, and that colour blindness is due t o a defective power of discriminating these differences. In the evolution of the colour sense, red and violet first appeared, then green, then yellow. One point that Mr. Smith mentioned, I think I mentioned myself, that is that nearly all colours are due t o the removal of certain rays which gives a very intense colour to the remainder. The removal of the yellow or blue from the field gives a very intense complementary colour.
